
10 topics. 100 names. 
Your starting point for 2019 event planning.
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Welcome to WSB 100
Ten topics. 100 names. Here is your starting point as you 

embark on planning your 2019 events.

 

We’re committed to finding the right voices and experiences for 

your audience.  That’s why we’ve compiled this starter collection 

of experts. All speak on key topics that span the spectrum – 

from diversity and inclusion, and motivation, to politics and 

world affairs. 

 

Inside, you’ll find a resource that will help your process all year 

long. Let’s get started.
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SPEAKER KEY

As you scroll through the 10 topics, you’ll notice distinct 

color-coding applied to each speaker card, like the images 

you see here to the left. WSB speakers are flagged in dark 

navy. Some of these may include the tag “Exclusively WSB,” 

which means they work solely with us to book events. 

You’ll also notice some speakers flagged in light gray. This 

denotes speakers who are part of WSB’s Direct Connect roster.

 
New to Direct Connect? Read the blog post here to 
learn more about how you can connect directly with 
speakers under $15K.

Earvin “Magic” 
Johnson

quentin hardy

WSB Direct ConnectWSB Non-Exclusive Speaker

amy cuddy
EXCLUSIVELY WSB

WSB Exclusive Speaker

How to Use This Resource

Scroll through and browse this compilation of curated voices.  Inside you’ll see a sampling of 

the variety of voices we work with. 

 

Each page of this document is an entry point to find more speakers of equal caliber and 

value.  To explore more experts under each of the different topics, simply click on the 

topic links to be redirected to a page on our site with more results.  You can also view the 

individuals through the document itself with a simple click of their speaker card. Save, email, 

print – take this guide to your next meeting to support your pitch to your team or leadership.
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https://hubs.ly/H0gm4nY0
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/earvin-magic-johnson?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/earvin-magic-johnson?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/earvin-magic-johnson?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://speakers.wsbdirectconnect.com/profile/34248?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://speakers.wsbdirectconnect.com/profile/34248?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/amy-cuddy?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/amy-cuddy?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://hubs.ly/H0gm5_L0


Now that you’re briefed and equipped with a guidebook, you’re ready 

to start searching. Delve into our unrivaled roster, ranging from world 

leaders and business visionaries to wellness advocates. No matter 

your topic of interest, we have the perfect fit for your event. This list 

is only the beginning – we have many more tailor-made voices to 

choose from on our site.

Topics to Explore

WSB 100    |   5



Motivation
These encouraging motivators ask audiences to leave cynicism behind and unlock the power of 

positive thinking.  Providing a hopeful view of the future, they inspire confidence in order to impart 

change.  With energizing mantras from these motivational masters, no challenge is insurmountable. 

Click here for more inspiring speakers.

amy cuddy

Jack Nicklaus Earvin “Magic” 
Johnson

José Andrés

Brant Menswar

Ali Wentworth

Johnny Quinn

EXCLUSIVELY WSB

EXCLUSIVELY WSB

EXCLUSIVELY WSB EXCLUSIVELY WSB

platon
EXCLUSIVELY WSB

Cherie Blair, CBE

Liz Murray
EXCLUSIVELY WSB
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https://hubs.ly/H0gm4pf0
https://hubs.ly/H0gm4pf0
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/amy-cuddy?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/jack-nicklaus?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/earvin-magic-johnson?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/earvin-magic-johnson?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/jose-andres?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://speakers.wsbdirectconnect.com/profile/31400?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/ali-wentworth?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://speakers.wsbdirectconnect.com/profile/34059?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/amy-cuddy?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/jack-nicklaus?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/jose-andres?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://speakers.wsbdirectconnect.com/profile/31400?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/ali-wentworth?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://speakers.wsbdirectconnect.com/profile/34059?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/platon?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/platon?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/cherie-blair-cbe?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/cherie-blair-cbe?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/earvin-magic-johnson?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/liz-murray?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/liz-murray?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://hubs.ly/H0gm4pf0


U.S. Politics and Policy
Timely perspectives meet a timeless mission.  Breaking boundaries for a new way forward, these 

fresh voices catch attention with their takes on the current political landscape.  See more experts 

talking politics.

Mitch Landrieu

Ann Compton Eugene Robinson

Michael Murphy

Krish Vignarajah

Jonathan Swan

Richard Lui

EXCLUSIVELY WSB

EXCLUSIVELY WSB EXCLUSIVELY WSB

EXCLUSIVELY WSB EXCLUSIVELY WSB

Reince Priebus
EXCLUSIVELY WSB

William Kristol
EXCLUSIVELY WSB

David Axelrod
EXCLUSIVELY WSB
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https://hubs.ly/H0gm4pX0
https://hubs.ly/H0gm4pX0
https://hubs.ly/H0gm4pX0
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/mitch-landrieu?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/ann-compton?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/eugene-robinson?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/michael-murphy?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://speakers.wsbdirectconnect.com/profile/34210?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/jonathan-swan?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://speakers.wsbdirectconnect.com/profile/28877?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/mitch-landrieu?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/ann-compton?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/michael-murphy?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://speakers.wsbdirectconnect.com/profile/34210?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/jonathan-swan?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://speakers.wsbdirectconnect.com/profile/28877?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/reince-priebus?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/reince-priebus?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/william-kristol?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/william-kristol?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/eugene-robinson?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/david-axelrod?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/david-axelrod?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://hubs.ly/H0gm4pX0


World Affairs
Making headlines. Driving change. These experts in world affairs may have differing opinions on the 

road ahead, but they share a mutual respect.  With grit and determination, they shed new light on 

happenings around the globe. Experience more vital voices on world affairs here.

Tony Blair

Adm. James 
Stavridis, USN (Ret.)

Richard Haass

David Cameron

Gordon Brown

Madeleine K. 
Albright

Ian Bremmer

EXCLUSIVELY WSB

EXCLUSIVELY WSB EXCLUSIVELY WSB

EXCLUSIVELY WSB

EXCLUSIVELY WSB

EXCLUSIVELY WSB

George W. Bush
EXCLUSIVELY WSB

John Brennan
EXCLUSIVELY WSB

Condoleezza Rice
EXCLUSIVELY WSB
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http://World Affairs
https://hubs.ly/H0gm4p_0
https://hubs.ly/H0gm4p_0
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/tony-blair?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/adm-james-stavridis-usn-ret?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/adm-james-stavridis-usn-ret?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/richard-haass?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/david-cameron?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/gordon-brown?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/madeleine-k-albright?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/madeleine-k-albright?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/ian-bremmer?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/tony-blair?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/adm-james-stavridis-usn-ret?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/david-cameron?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/gordon-brown?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/madeleine-k-albright?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/ian-bremmer?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/george-w-bush?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/george-w-bush?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/john-brennan?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/john-brennan?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/richard-haass?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/condoleezza-rice?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/condoleezza-rice?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://hubs.ly/H0gm4p_0


Business
Commanding and creative, these corporate trailblazers embolden audiences to think big and lead 

with purpose.  Whether they’ve claimed the corner office or spearheaded the next big idea, these 

business visionaries share compelling ideas for growth and change.  These speakers delve into 

what separates the mundane from the miraculous in the business world.

Kat Cole

Frances Frei Jim Stengel

Joanna Coles

Stan Phelps

Adam Grant

Kris Boesch

EXCLUSIVELY WSB

EXCLUSIVELY WSB EXCLUSIVELY WSB

EXCLUSIVELY WSB EXCLUSIVELY WSB

Jeff Immelt
EXCLUSIVELY WSB

Charlene Li

Daniel Pink
EXCLUSIVELY WSB
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https://hubs.ly/H0gm6xJ0
https://hubs.ly/H0gm6xJ0
https://hubs.ly/H0gm6xJ0
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/kat-cole?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/frances-frei?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/jim-stengel?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/joanna-coles?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://speakers.wsbdirectconnect.com/profile/26672?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/adam-grant?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://speakers.wsbdirectconnect.com/profile/31504?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/kat-cole?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/frances-frei?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/joanna-coles?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://speakers.wsbdirectconnect.com/profile/26672?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/adam-grant?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://speakers.wsbdirectconnect.com/profile/31504?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/jeff-immelt?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/jeff-immelt?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/charlene-li?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/charlene-li?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/jim-stengel?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/daniel-pink?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/daniel-pink?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://hubs.ly/H0gm6xJ0


Economy
A global perspective in a down-to-earth style.  Alluring audiences with their distinct connections 

to economic issues of the day, these voices cut through the noise.  They bring clarity to the 

complexities, leveraging history and storytelling to illustrate our economic outlook.  See more 

names in economics here.

Janet L. Yellen

Christina Romer Lord Mervyn King

William Dudley

John Manzella

Richard Fisher

Morgan Housel

EXCLUSIVELY WSB

EXCLUSIVELY WSB EXCLUSIVELY WSB

EXCLUSIVELY WSB EXCLUSIVELY WSB

Ben S. Bernanke
EXCLUSIVELY WSB

Raghuram Rajan

Michelle 
Caruso-Cabrera

EXCLUSIVELY WSB
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https://hubs.ly/H0gm6yS0
https://hubs.ly/H0gm6yS0
https://hubs.ly/H0gm6yS0
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/janet-l-yellen?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/christina-romer?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/lord-mervyn-king?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/william-dudley?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://speakers.wsbdirectconnect.com/profile/150?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/richard-fisher?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://speakers.wsbdirectconnect.com/profile/26068?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/janet-l-yellen?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/christina-romer?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/william-dudley?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://speakers.wsbdirectconnect.com/profile/150?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/richard-fisher?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://speakers.wsbdirectconnect.com/profile/26068?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/ben-s-bernanke?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/ben-s-bernanke?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/raghuram-rajan?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/raghuram-rajan?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/lord-mervyn-king?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/michelle-caruso-cabrera?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/michelle-caruso-cabrera?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/michelle-caruso-cabrera?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://hubs.ly/H0gm6yS0


Energy and the Environment
With unmatched credentials, these passionate thinkers address the opportunities of tomorrow.  

They encourage audiences to think radically to achieve long-term environmental stability and solve 

the biggest questions of our era.  Explore more of these well-versed voices.

John Kerry

Christine Todd 
Whitman

Andy Karsner

Steven Chu

William F. Martin

Jeb Bush

Steve Goreham

EXCLUSIVELY WSB

EXCLUSIVELY WSB EXCLUSIVELY WSB

EXCLUSIVELY WSB EXCLUSIVELY WSB

Gen. Colin Powell, 
USA (Ret.)

EXCLUSIVELY WSB

T. Boone Pickens
EXCLUSIVELY WSB

Martin O’Malley
EXCLUSIVELY WSB
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https://hubs.ly/H0gm7d_0
https://hubs.ly/H0gm7d_0
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/john-kerry?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/christine-todd-whitman?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/christine-todd-whitman?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/andy-karsner?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/steven-chu?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://speakers.wsbdirectconnect.com/profile/33895?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/jeb-bush?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://speakers.wsbdirectconnect.com/profile/19642?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/john-kerry?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/christine-todd-whitman?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/steven-chu?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://speakers.wsbdirectconnect.com/profile/33895?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/jeb-bush?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://speakers.wsbdirectconnect.com/profile/19642?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/gen-colin-powell-usa-ret?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/gen-colin-powell-usa-ret?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/gen-colin-powell-usa-ret?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/t-boone-pickens?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/t-boone-pickens?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/andy-karsner?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/martin-o-malley?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/martin-o-malley?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://hubs.ly/H0gm7d_0


Technology and Innovation
Change is happening at an unprecedented rate.  These futurists and techies stay ahead of the 

curve and analyze the trends – communicating the impact on life as we know it.  Look at the road 

ahead from a different angle with these savvy virtuosos.

Walter Isaacson

Kevin Carroll Tony Scott

George 
Blankenship

Quentin Hardy

Aneesh Chopra

Drew Boyd

EXCLUSIVELY WSB

EXCLUSIVELY WSB EXCLUSIVELY WSB

EXCLUSIVELY WSB EXCLUSIVELY WSB

Sir Ken Robinson
EXCLUSIVELY WSB

Leonard Brody

Megan Smith
EXCLUSIVELY WSB
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https://www.wsb.com/speakers/walter-isaacson?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/kevin-carroll?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/tony-scott?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/george-blankenship?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/george-blankenship?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://speakers.wsbdirectconnect.com/profile/34248?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/aneesh-chopra?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://speakers.wsbdirectconnect.com/profile/34257?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/walter-isaacson?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/kevin-carroll?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/george-blankenship?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://speakers.wsbdirectconnect.com/profile/34248?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/aneesh-chopra?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://speakers.wsbdirectconnect.com/profile/34257?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/sir-ken-robinson?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/sir-ken-robinson?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/leonard-brody?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/leonard-brody?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/tony-scott?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/megan-smith?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/megan-smith?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://hubs.ly/H0gm6TT0


Diversity and Inclusion
Bold and mission-driven, these speakers upend the status quo and urge us out of our comfort 

zones. Spurred by a penchant for action, they inspire audiences to embrace differences and fight 

against prejudice. See more leading voices on inclusivity here.

Reshma Saujani

Jonathan 
Mildenhall

Abby Wambach

Sally Kohn

John Register

Stephanie 
McMahon

Patsy Doerr

EXCLUSIVELY WSB

Eric H. Holder, Jr.
EXCLUSIVELY WSB

Shelley Zalis

Katie Couric
EXCLUSIVELY WSB
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https://hubs.ly/H0gm6FX0
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/reshma-saujani?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/jonathan-mildenhall?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/jonathan-mildenhall?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/abby-wambach?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/sally-kohn?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://speakers.wsbdirectconnect.com/profile/21169?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/stephanie-mcmahon?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/stephanie-mcmahon?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://speakers.wsbdirectconnect.com/profile/30332?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/reshma-saujani?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/jonathan-mildenhall?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/sally-kohn?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://speakers.wsbdirectconnect.com/profile/21169?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/stephanie-mcmahon?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://speakers.wsbdirectconnect.com/profile/30332?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/eric-h-holder-jr?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/eric-h-holder-jr?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/shelley-zalis?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/shelley-zalis?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/abby-wambach?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/katie-couric?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/katie-couric?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://hubs.ly/H0gm6FX0


Health and Wellness
Productivity, resilience, and mindfulness have taken center stage as Americans reevaluate their 

commitment to health and wellness.  Covering buzzing topics like self-care, burnout, and our 

relationship with technology, these authorities cover the full spectrum of our human wellness.

Arianna 
Huffington

Sam Kass Doro Bush Koch

Travis Stork, M.D.

Pandit Dasa

Caroline Webb

Dr. Jo Lichten

EXCLUSIVELY WSB

EXCLUSIVELY WSB EXCLUSIVELY WSB

EXCLUSIVELY WSB EXCLUSIVELY WSB

Gary Player
EXCLUSIVELY WSB

Kelley O’Hara

Bonnie St. John
EXCLUSIVELY WSB
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https://hubs.ly/H0gm6Wp0
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/arianna-huffington?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/arianna-huffington?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/sam-kass?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/doro-bush-koch?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/travis-stork-m-d?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://speakers.wsbdirectconnect.com/profile/33719?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/caroline-webb?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://speakers.wsbdirectconnect.com/profile/10153?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/arianna-huffington?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/sam-kass?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/travis-stork-m-d?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://speakers.wsbdirectconnect.com/profile/33719?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/caroline-webb?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://speakers.wsbdirectconnect.com/profile/10153?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/gary-player?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/gary-player?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/kelley-o-hara?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/kelley-o-hara?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/doro-bush-koch?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/bonnie-st-john?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/bonnie-st-john?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://hubs.ly/H0gm6Wp0


Arts and Culture
Finding commonalities in uncommon times.  From historians to journalists to magicians, these 

versatile voices set souls ablaze with their authenticity and further the conversation surrounding the 

human experience.  Find more speakers on arts and culture here.

Doris Kearns 
Goodwin

Bob Woodward Ingrid Fettell Lee

Jenna Hager

Omékongo Dibinga

Christiane 
Amanpour

Dan Goods

EXCLUSIVELY WSB EXCLUSIVELY WSB EXCLUSIVELY WSB

David Blaine
EXCLUSIVELY WSB

Mick Ebeling

Laszlo Bock
EXCLUSIVELY WSB
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https://www.wsb.com/speakers/doris-kearns-goodwin?search%5Bq%5D=doris&utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/doris-kearns-goodwin?search%5Bq%5D=doris&utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/bob-woodward?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/ingrid-fetell-lee?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/jenna-hager?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://speakers.wsbdirectconnect.com/profile/11218?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/christiane-amanpour?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/christiane-amanpour?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://speakers.wsbdirectconnect.com/profile/33742?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/doris-kearns-goodwin?search%5Bq%5D=doris&utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/bob-woodward?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/jenna-hager?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://speakers.wsbdirectconnect.com/profile/11218?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/christiane-amanpour?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://speakers.wsbdirectconnect.com/profile/33742?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/david-blaine?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/david-blaine?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/mick-ebeling?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/mick-ebeling?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/ingrid-fetell-lee?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/laszlo-bock?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://www.wsb.com/speakers/laszlo-bock?utm_campaign=WSB%20100%202019&utm_source=Resource
https://hubs.ly/H0gm6Xb0


HERE’S HOW TO GET STARTED:

How to Make Your Own List

Now that you’ve reached the end of this guide, we hope you are buzzing with new ideas and experiences to bring to your 

audience this year. So, what now? 

 

Check out My List. It’s a new feature on our website. Here, you can make a personalized list of speakers that pique your 

interest, to see them all in one place. Add as many as you want.  When ready, you can share your list with your team for 

review, or send it to yourself for safekeeping. 

?

1 If you already have names in mind, we recommend starting at the My List page. Simply click the 

plus sign (+) to begin adding speakers.

 

As you come across speakers of interest while searching through the site, simply click the plus sign 

(+) or the “Add to My List” button. All will save to your My List page.

 

Once you’ve deemed your list complete, you can print, share, and request availability. To share your 

link or save it for revisiting later, click the “share” button under My List.

2

3
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About WSB
WSB is the champion of the shared idea. As passionate advocates for 

sparking transformative change — for nearly 40 years — we know 

knowledge and insights are the growth engine of our time. Let us 

connect you with the greatest minds, newest trailblazers, and biggest 

idea generators who seek to create massive impact.
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http://www.wsb.com


https://hubs.ly/H0gm4mM0

